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INTRODUCTION 
 
Alberta, Western Canada and the Canadian Arctic since respectively joining Confederation have 
faced challenges in representation and conflicts with Central Canada. Alberta as of the 2019 
census has a population of 4.371,000 inhabitants with an area of about 660,000 sq km, Western 
Canada composed of British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba has combined 
population of 11,985.366 and an area of 2,906,585 sq km and when including the Arctic the 
population is increased by 113,604, as per 2016 census, with a total area of 6,441,848 sq km. 
The natural resources in the region are extensive with the population being culturally diverse. 
This document is adapted from 
https://www.wolf-linder.ch/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/Swiss-political-system.pdf a description 
of the Swiss Political System by Prof. Dr. Wolf Linder and Dr. Andrea Iff; University of Bern, 
Institute of Political Science.  

CONFEDERATION 2.0 VERSUS FEDERAL 
SYSTEM 
 
Canada is defined as a confederation, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confederation which 
suggests a voluntary agreement of sovereign states that would allow for the secession of it’s 
component jurisdictions. It is however actually a Federal system with a strong centralized 
component and this document suggests the solution is moving towards a true Confederation 
composed of Alberta, some or all of the parts of the existing Confederation that balances 
representation by population and provincial issues. Due to the current situation, it suggests 
devolving into this Confederation based on those jurisdictions that can agree to this vision. 
 
This proposes a Confederation state with three political levels: the federal government, a 
number of provinces and the municipalities in those provinces.  
 

● An important element of this Confederation is the non-centralised division of powers. 
● At the same time, Confederation 2.0 is characterised by several forms of vertical and 

horizontal co-operation between the different levels. 
● The traditionally strong position of the provinces is also mirrored in the institutional 

provisions how they can influence the decision making at the federal level, among which 
the most typical is the elected senate.  
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● Within the constitutional framework of the provinces, also the municipalities retain a 

strong position in the Confederation, based on the bottom-up development of the nation.  
● The decentralised division of powers is also mirrored in the fiscal federal structure giving 

the provinces and municipal level dedicated taxes based on a revenues generated in 
those jurisdictions.Those taxes are collected at the provincial level and distributed to 
municipalities and the federal structures. 

● An important reason for revising Confederation is the impact of geographical distance, 
cultural differences and population distribution. Confederaton 2.0 is a revision to address 
challenges with representation while maintaining national unity and multicultural 
diversity.  

Decentralised Division of Powers : Bottom Up 
The provinces retain important powers of their own and a non-centralised distribution of 
responsibilities is in place. All new powers are vested with the provinces and when the division 
of powers is changed, provinces enjoy a kind of veto power. This distribution and the attempt to 
solve issues at the lowest possible level – known as the subsidiarity principle – are the 
cornerstones of Confederation 2.0. 
 
Distribution of powers and responsibilities Municipalities have exclusive powers in local service 
delivery (building and surveillance of local roads, gas, electricity and water supply, removal 
services and building of schools). Provinces especially retained  powers that are important for 
their identity  (culture, education, languages) but also issues related to social policy (health and 
social services). In policy areas that either directly concern national sovereignty (army, monetary 
policy, or external relations) or require special co-ordination (social security, environment, 
energy, or infrastructure), the federal level has exclusive powers or can promulgate framework 
legislation. All three levels, the federal, the provincial and the municipal level, have the right to 
raise taxes not to exceed 30% of GDP and thus have a certain level of financial autonomy. 
 
Change in distribution of powers In the Confederation, as in other states,  centralisation or 
decentralisation of responsibilities is a constant political issue that prompts ideological, social 
and economic conflict. By constitutional rule, the Federal government can assume new 
responsibilities only if the double majority of the people and the provinces agree in a popular 
vote. This has two consequences. Firstly, it is the provinces who are responsible for  
 
 

Federal Powers : Based on 
the Constitution 

Provincial Powers : Based 
on Provincial Constitution 

Municipal Powers : Based 
on Provincial Legislation 

Defence Education Public Works 
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any new tasks in the first place. Secondly, the constitutional rule protects the autonomy of the 
provinces. In the Swiss experience, many projects for a new responsibility of the Federal 
Government failed in the first run of a popular vote, and one of the strongest arguments was 
opposition against centralisation. In these cases, the bill passed in a second vote if central 
government presented a modified, less centralising project. 
 

Subsidiarity principle 
Confederation 2.0 exhibits a marked preference for extensive provincial and local autonomy that 
is based on the idea of subsidiarity. The idea of subsidiarity proposes that a central authority 
should perform only those tasks which cannot be performed effectively at a more immediate or 
local level. In Switzerland, this idea had a long tradition, already before subsidiarity has become 
a constitutional guideline in 2000. In fact, surveys show that Swiss citizens expect less 
responsibilities to be taken by the state than do citizens from neighbouring countries, and that 
they prefer decentralised  solutions whenever possible. The strong autonomy of the cantons 
and their communites therefore still corresponds to the preferences of Swiss citizens today. We 
believe these preferences will also be demonstrated in Confederation 2.0 whether that be in 
Western Canada or a re-imagining of the Canadian Confederation. 
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Co-operative Confederation 
The Swiss example of federalism began with a clear distinction and division of powers between 
the federal level, the provinces and the municipalities. Based on examples in the Canadian 
North, we hope to see collaboration without duplication between multiple levels of government. 
This would be appropriate due to the complexities of modern infrastructure, economic 
intervention and social programmes requiring extensive finance and revenue sharing.  
 
This form of co-operation between the federal and provincial levels could be controversial and 
result in duplication of bureacracies which suggest federal legislation should start in a more 
general nature, leaving considerable discretion for provincial implementation. An example of this 
might be the implementation of GHG emission outcomes rather than policies and regulations. 
(eg. Net Zero GHGe by 2050). Provincial autonomy maintains the right to be different as a 
central element of Confederation 2.0.  

Vertical Co-Operation 
Besides the vertical co-operation between the federal and the provincial level through 
implementation of federal laws through the provinces, forms of vertical co-operation can evolve 
based on provincial acceptance. As a consequence of internationalisation and globalisation, 
foreign relations have become an important example of vertical co-operation between the 
provinces and the federal authorities. Lately, new forms of co-operation have been introduced, 
comprising all three levels of government: the Tripartite Agglomerations  

Horizontal co-operation  
The provinces have the right and are encouraged to co-operate amongst each other. They may 
concern trade, education, infrastructure and other areas.  

Provincial Participation in Federal Decision Making  
Besides the non-centralised distribution of powers, the provinical participation in the 
decisionmaking process at the federal level is another important characteristic of Confederation 
2.0. The most important formal institutions for this is the elected Senate, or second chamber of 
parliament, the double majority of provinces in a popular vote and the possibility for provinces to 
use the instruments of provincial initiative and referendum. Moreover, it is proposed that an 
informal process of pre-parliamentary consultation become important instrument of influence. 
Through this process, provinces have a strong voice in the decision-making process when a 
new law is designed.  
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Senate - Second Chamber of Parliament 
Provinces are represented in the second chamber, through Senators. Following the principle of 
equal representation of all Provinces, it is composed of four Senators from each Province and 
one Senator from each Territory. The members of the Senate are elected by the people of the 
province and subject to recall. The composition of the second chamber leads to a strong 
overrepresentation of the small cantons: but can block every decision forcing the need for 
consensual processes. Double majority of provinces in popular vote In addition to the second 
chamber, the provinces in this Confederation have further possibilities to influence decision 
making at the central level. For every constitutional amendment (mandatory referendum or 
popular initiative) the approval of a majority of the people but also of a majority of the provinces 
is required.  

Instruments of direct democracy  
Every province is entitled to hand in proposals for a federal bill. This is called the right of 
provincial initiative. The proposal has to be approved by both Houses, and if it is rejected by one 
of the chambers it fails. In addition a collective of four provinces has the right to demand a 
popular vote on every bill passed by the Parliament. The Swiss, first used this provision in 2003 
when cantonal governments were strongly opposed to a new federal tax bill. 

Pre-parliamentary consultation process  
Provinces can influence decision making  during the pre-parliamentary consultation process. It 
is the most usual way of provincial influence rather than in later decisions of parliament or 
popular vote. It is expected that the provinces are not the only actors that are given a voice in 
the  consultation; associations, lobbyists and the political parties take part, too. Often, the 
provinces will retain the most influence when they are responsible for the implementation of a 
law.  

The Importance of Local Government  
Given distance and demographic considerations municipalities also province an important 
function in Confederation 2.0. Not only the provincial but also the municipal level is 
constitutionally protected. Communities have the right to choose their local political organisation 
within the boundaries of the provincial legislation and they have the right to impose municipal 
taxes and decide on the tax rates up to the maximum value of 30% of GDP for all taxes and 
fees amongst all three levels of government. Municipalities are closest to the people and often 
develop solutions that are tailor-made for local problems. 
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Constitutional guarantees  
Within the limits of provincial organisation, the municipalities have a constitutional right to exist, 
including the freedom to merge with other municipalities or to remain independent, which cannot 
be withdrawn by the provinces. This means that the reform of local government “from above”, as 
can be observed in other nations when small municipalities are for example forced to merge, 
would be rather impossible in Confederation 2.0.  

Political organisation  
The municipalities have the freedom to choose, within the boundaries of provincial legislation, 
an adequate political structure and administration. In small municipalities, local government 
consists of a few elected part-time officials that may be remunerated. The larger cities have a 
parliamentary council and a political executive heading professional services.  

Local taxes  
The municipalities have the right to impose taxes and to decide the rates by consensus among 
all three levels of government. This is certainly the most important element in assuring the 
autonomy of local government. Fiscal autonomy not only allows municipalities to decide on local 
infrastructure, services, land-use planning or other public utilities according to their own 
preferences. It also establishes responsibility on both sides of local government: authorities are  
held responsible for using their resources according to the people’s needs, and citizens have to 
contribute with their taxes to the services they demand. Thus, decentralised governance brings 
the state closer to the people.  

Fiscal Federalism 
Each level of government is attributed with several revenue sources, even though the provinces 
collect taxes for the federal level. Based on the autonomy of the provinces, they have also the 
possibility to determine their tax rates provided it does exceed the overall 30% GDP tax burden, 
recognizing this may lead to tax competition. However, possible negative effects of this 
competition are mostly cushioned by several instruments of a financial compensation. Overall, 
even though the aim of the fiscal federal system is not to promote equality of living conditions it 
is still based on regional solidarity 
 
Each level has its own financial resources All three government levels, the federal government, 
the province and the municipalities, raise direct taxes (taxes on income as well as profit of 
enterprises). Income is taxed by all three levels, the federation, the provinces and the 
municipalities and not to exceed an aggregate of 30% of GDP. The right of the federal level to 
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raise direct taxes, however, is based on only a temporary arrangement which has to be 
periodically renewed by the Parliament. The jurisdiction of incorporation have the exclusive right 
to raise taxes on the capital of enterprises incorporated in their jurisdiction as well as other types 
of taxes within the limits of the Constitution, e.g. inheritance taxes, and agreed upon by the 
electorate. At the municipal level, besides direct  taxation user fees on public services (e.g. 
water, sewage and purification plants or garbage collection) are the main sources of revenues. 

Collection of revenues  
Provinces collect provincial, federal taxes and municipal taxes as a service to the other levels of 
government and redistribute as appropriate. Taxation may be based on income or value added 
taxes. This can result in tax competition among provinces and municipalities and their is support 
for demonstrating value for tax receipts.  

System of financial compensation  
As a result of challenges with previous equalization formula, at a minimum 80% of federal tax 
receipts must be reinvested in the province where those receipts originated, the remaining 20% 
are redistributed as necessary by the federal government. The aim is not the equality of  living 
conditions but to compensate for differences of resources between the “rich” and the “poor” 
provinces and help ensure a minimum acceptable standard of living throughout the 
Confederation. Besides these equalisation measures among all provinces, provincial tasks 
which have spillover effects must be performed in contractual co-operation so that provinces 
that profit from services provided by another province have to pay compensation to the service 
provider. Furthermore, some provinces are compensated for delivering services in the national 
interest.  

Non-promotion of equal living conditions but regional solidarity  
Due to issues with previous equalization formula, Confederation 2.0 does not promote equality 
of living conditions among the provinces. The price of diversity and autonomy is a certain 
degree of socio-economic inequality between provinces and communities which has to be 
accepted. Equality of living conditions would mean centralised policies and regulations, which 
would are no longer socially acceptable due to historical distributions. Even so, federal policies 
are characterised by the  objective of regional solidarity. Thus, the federation guarantees 
minimum standards in public services, for example in primary schooling, or provides public 
transports not only between big cities but also up to remote and isolated communities. This 
includes the premise that all people should have access to potable water, food and sanitation 
facilities.  
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ELECTIONS AND DIRECT DEMOCRACY 
Elections act as a decision making tool, either in recognizing a representative or by making a 
choice on the acceptablity of a proposed law. 
 

● Elections in take place at all three levels. This includes both Chambers of the 
Parliament, that includes the House of Commons and Senate, Provincial and Municipal 
governments. 

● Besides representative democracy, Confederation 2.0 uses a system in which popular 
initiatives and referendums give  citizens the opportunity to participate regularly in the 
political decisions of their parliament. 

● Furthermore, provisions for recall for Federal and Provincial representatives help ensure 
accountability. 

● In Confederation 2.0, popular votes are important and take place frequently. The voting 
campaigns give insights in the willingness and the competency of the voters to 
participate in politics. Direct democracy and representative democracy are not 
contradictory but complement each other.  

● Direct democracy is one of the most valuable parts of engaging the population in 
building a consensus of acceptable decsions including metrics and outcomes that define 
expectations. It is recognized that this will impact globalization, but this is a choice to 
prioritize representation over negotiations in trade agreements. 

Elections  
The Parliament is the highest political authority in Confederation 2.0. It is composed of the 
House of Commons, representing the people, and the Senate, representing the provinces and 
territories. At the provincial level, there are only unicameral parliaments, and not all 
municipalities will have a parliament, as a citizen’s assembly may be the highest authority. 
 
Both chambers have equal powers. The House of Commons exercises the supreme authority of 
the Confederation, having the legislative power to make all federal laws, and appointing the nine 
members of the Ministerial Council, the military commanderin-chief (in times of war) and other 
major federal bodies. It provides oversight to all authorities of the federal government, and 
approves the annual budget prepared by the Ministerial Council. The parliament meets four 
times a year for three weeks. If required, special sessions are called.  
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Part-time members of parliament  
While in most countries the mandate of a parliamentarian is a full-time job, in Confederation 2.0, 
most parliamentarians still have a profession aside being a parliamentarian. Therefore, the 
House of Commons and Senate are characterised as a semiprofessional parliament. Members 
of parliament devote an average of 50% of their working hours to their parliamentary duties 
(sessions, preparation, commission or parliamentary group meetings). This is important to 
prevent a focus on professional politicians and provide some anchor to the people being 
representated.  Also at the provincial and the municipal level most politicians work and are 
compensated on a part-time basis. This is practical recognizing parliamentarians should be 
focused on the supervision and accountability of the bureacracy and should not be 
micro-managing those professionals but rather ensuring objectives are met.  

House of Commons  
The House of Commons represents the people. Each member represents 100,000 citizens, 
+-25% to account for geographical dispersion common in rural areas, organized by electoral 
district. This is a first past the post system with the inclusion of a “None of the Above” option, 
which if in the majority the seat remains empty for the term. This position is subject to recall if 
10% of the eligible voters record their desire for a by-election. The election is held every four 
years. 

Senate  
The Senate represents the provinces. There are four members for each province and one 
member for each territory. This is a first past the post system with the inclusion of a “None of the 
Above” option, which if in the majority the seat remains empty for the term. This position is 
subject to recall if 10% of the eligible voters record their desire for a by-election. The election is 
held every four years. 
 
 

 Executive Power Legislative Power Judicial Power 

Federal Ministerial Council Parliament Supreme Court 

 Prime Minister plus 
eIght additional 
ministers elected by 
the Parliament. 
Subject to recall by 

House of Commons: 
members elected by 
the people directly in 
first past the post 
election. Elections 

Appointed by the 
Ministerial Council 
under Parliament 
oversight. 
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the Parliament. 
 

every four years and 
members are subject 
to recall. 
 
Senate : Four 
members for each 
Province, One for 
each territory first 
past the post 
election. Elections 
are every four years 
and members are 
subject to recall. 
 

Province Ministerial Council  Provincial Parliament  Provincial Court  

 Premier plus eleven 
ministers elected by 
the Provincial 
Parliament. Subject 
to recall by the 
Provincial Parliament. 
 

Members elected by 
the people directly in 
first past the post 
election. Elections 
every four years and 
members are subject 
to recall. 
 

Appointed by the 
Ministerial Council 
under Parliament 
oversight. 

Municipalities Municipal Council Municipal Assembly District Court 

 Election by the 
people 
 

In small 
municipalities usually 
formed by all citizens, 
in larger 
municipalities 
parliaments elected 
by the people. 

Appointed by the 
Ministeria Council 
under Parliament 
oversight. 

 

Direct Democracy 
Direct democracy is one of the most important features of the Confederation 2.0 political 
system. It allows the people to have the last word on important decisions of parliament or to 
formulate propositions of law. Since the building of the modern nation state, at the municipal, 
the provincial as well as at the federal level, different instruments of direct democracy have 
been introduced. The most frequent instrument at the national level is the mandatory 
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referendum, meaning that every constitutional change requires a popular vote. The other two 
instruments that citizens can initiate themselves are the optional legislative referendum and the 
popular initiative. Fundamentally, direct democracy is a permanent control of political elites and 
gives important political decisions higher acceptance and legitimacy. As an indirect effect we 
note that direct democracy helped to transform the political system from a majoritarian 
democracy to a democracy towards compromise and consensus. 
 

Relevance of direct democracy  
Direct democracy allows people to have the last say on important parliamentary decisions or to 
propose new projects of law. Direct participation has not replaced the parliamentary process but 
is an important corrective of parliamentary decisions and a permanent control of the political 
elites. By means of the referendum and the popular initiative, the people participate on all 
federal levels. The decisions subject to a popular vote are defined by the constitution, and the 
people’s decisions are binding. Direct democracy, by its nature, is an instrument of the 
opposition, cuts back the political elites to modest policy innovation and incremental change. 
Moreover, drawing on the Swiss example, direct democracy has profoundly transformed the 
Swiss system from a winner-take-all democracy into a system where decisions by mutual 
accommodation and compromise have most chances to be accepted by the people. With 
Confederation 2.0, we look to duplicate that approach to mutual accommodation and 
compromise that is acceptable to the people. 
 

Relevance of representative democracy  
Even though referendums and popular initiatives constitute an important element of the Swiss 
example of democracy, they have neither produced revolutions nor resulted in “people’s 
legislation”. We expect the crucial players in the political decision-making process in 
Confederation would still be parliament and the government. By far the greatest number of 
simple decisions of parliament and the Ministerial Councils, those with a more limited scope, are 
not subject to referendum. In this regard, Confederation 2.0 would function like any other 
parliamentary democracy. 
 

Historical development the Swiss Example 
Forms of the referendum and the popular initiative were used in the cantons as early as the 
1830s. In 1848, when the modern nation state of Switzerland was founded, the constitution 
included only the mandatory referendum for constitutional amendments. It was complemented 
by the optional referendum for parliamentary law in 1874, and by the popular  initiative in 1891 
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The referendum on international treaties was introduced in 1921 and extended in 1977 and 
2003. Besides these instruments, several other kinds of referendums and initiatives have been 
introduced (see table). At the municipal and cantonal levels, a variety of further instruments 
have been developed, such as the referendum in financial matters, road planning or important 
infrastructure projects. 
 

The mandatory or constitutional referendum  
Any constitutional amendment proposed by parliament has to be approved by a majority of the 
people and the provinces. It means that the proposal must be accepted by the people (the 
majority of the valid votes cast in the whole country) and by the provinces (voters must accept 
the proposal in a majority of the provinces). As any new competency of the Confederation has 
to be enshrined by a constitutional amendment, mandatory referendums are frequent. Looking 
to the Swiss example, we can expect that sometimes, the government and the parliament will 
be defeated in votes on important issues.  

Effect of the constitutional referendum  
In the long run, direct participation in constitutional affairs had a considerable influence on the 
development of the Swiss state and we expect that to be duplicated in Confederation 2.0. In 
Switzerland, it has slowed down centralisation, has confined the development of the welfare 
state, and led to modest public expenditure and a small bureaucracy. Outcomes that we may 
also appreciate. 

The optional legislative referendum  
A group of citizens may challenge a law that has been passed by parliament through an optional 
legislative referendum. They have to gather 150,000 signatures against the law within 100 days 
after it has been passed. If they have been successful, a national popular vote is scheduled in 
which a simple majority of voters decide whether to accept or reject the law. Three provinces 
together can also call such a referendum. In Switzerland, compared with the number of all 
parliamentary bills passed, the optional referendum is rare: in only about 8 % of the 2,260 laws 
from 1848 to 2006, the referendum was taken by opposition groups. If the referendum challenge 
is realised, however, the chances of the opposition are high: over 40 % opponents were 
successful and defeated the government (see table). In all, however, 97 % of all laws of 
parliament pass. 
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Effect of the optional referendum  
In the Swiss example political elites anticipate all possible referendum challenges in their 
legislative policy. By negotiation, they try to find compromises that satisfy all interest groups and 
parties. Thus referendums are prevented in most of the cases. Swiss politicians have the 
discretionary power neither to make an issue subject to a referendum nor to delete a vote from 
their list. Parliament cannot circumvent referenda, even though for some decisions it may be 
particularly difficult to obtain a majority. New taxes, for example, are not very popular in any 
state. 
 
The obstacles for success are high, not only for amendments of the constitution where the 
double majority of the people and the provinces is required. In ordinary lawmaking, the 
parliament can never rule out that its decision will finally be challenged by a referendum and is 
therefore bound to be cautious in lawmaking. For these reasons, the referendum is an 
instrument of the opposition and favours the status quo 
 

The popular initiative  
Contrary to the referendum, where citizens intervene at the end of a decision-making process, 
the initiative forms its point of departure. It enables citizens to put new proposals on the political 
agenda, which might have been neglected by the political elite. To do so, they propose a 
constitutional amendment which has to be signed by 300,000  citizens within 18 months. After 
deposition of the necessary signatures, the government and the parliament discuss the 
initiative and advise the people to accept or – as in most cases – to refuse it. Government and 
parliament are not allowed to change the text of an initiative; however, they may make a 
counterproposal (direct or indirect) to the initiative which is then at the same time submitted to 
the popular vote. The popular initiative is restricted to constitutional amendments. In practice, 
this should not exclude any political issue at the appropriate governmental level. But, as 
constitutional amendments, any popular initiative needs a double majority of the people and the 
provinces to be accepted. From the Swiss example, only about 10 % of all popular initiatives 
pass the hurdle of the popular vote. 

Effect of the initiative  
Despite their low success, popular initiatives influence the shaping of policy. This is due to four 
reasons: Firstly, the popular initiative can be an instrument for the minority groups in parliament. 
The latter hope that their issue will be popular enough to find the majority in the vote. Secondly, 
authorities pick up ideas from the initiatives by drafting a counterproposal or simply by fitting 
them into a current legislative bill. This way the long shots of popular initiatives are transformed 
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into proposals that are more in line with conventional wisdom and therefore stand a better 
chance of being accepted. Thirdly, initiatives widen the political agenda and give voice to 
problems that remain non-issues as far as the elites’ policy is concerned. Fourthly, political 
parties and social movements use the popular initiative as a platform for electoral success.  

Voters and Campaigning in Direct Democracy 
Not all citizens participate in votes. People with higher education and income, men, and older 
people participate generally more in votes than their counterparts. In Switzerland, on average, 
approximately 40 % of the people participate in votes; however, participation varies strongly 
depending on the issue. The voters form their opinion during campaigns. Their decision is 
influenced by several factors such as tradition, self-interest and political values. An important 
question is how propaganda can influence voters. The system in Switzerland shows that both 
direct and representative democracy can complement each other. 

Who Votes 
“The people” comprises all adult men and women who hold Confederation 2.0 citizenship, 
including those who live abroad. People under the age of 18 and foreign nationals have no 
political rights at the federal level. In the provinces and municipalities Who will likely vote? As in 
other countries, people with higher education or income are more likely to vote than their less 
educated or working-class counterparts. Besides education and income, there are other 
sociodemographic characteristics that influence political participation: younger citizens, women, 
and non-married or divorced people participate less than their counterparts. Moreover, some 
political characteristics make a difference: people with no party affinity, with no confidence in the 
authorities participate less, and the most important single factor that determines participation is 
political interest. 
 
What is subject to a vote? As there are no restrictions on the issues or topics that people can 
vote about. What is the voting procedure? There are two possibilities for voting: on the one 
hand, by personally putting the ballot paper in a box on the day of the vote, on the other hand by 
postal voting. Almost half of the voters make use of this second possibility and do not go to the 
ballot stations themselves. A future approach may include e-voting. Future will show if the costs, 
opposition and security issues can be managed for regular voting  

Level of participation in direct democracy.  
Drawing on the Swiss example, only about one-quarter of the voters are regular voters, while 
about half of them occasionally go to the ballot, and a good 20 % are non-voters. At an average 
about 45 % take part in popular votes. This seems to be very low, but participation in direct 
democracy is very demanding. Voters in Swiss democracy are supposed to vote on issues that 
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are sometimes complicated. To read the official documentation on several proposals takes time. 
Together with votes on cantonal and local affairs, a voter is supposed to give his or her 
preference on up to 20 or 30 issues a year. However, in controversial issues participation is 
much higher than average, as in the vote on the EEA treaty (79 %) or on UN-membership (58 
%).  

Semi-direct democracy –  an exceptional system  
The Swiss system is at odds with mainstream political thought. It contradicts theories of 
representative democracy that consider the people’s capacity too limited for reasonable direct 
choice. Switzerland illustrates that intensive political participation beyond occasional election of 
a political elite is possible and can play an important role. Direct participation has neither led to 
unreasonable choices, nor has it derogated the functioning of parliamentary politics. Rather, 
parliament and the people are complementary actors: they share decision making in the 
important political issues. Therefore, we can call this system a “semi-direct democracy”, a 
system in which political elites still shape the policies but must be sensitive to the people’s 
preferences and needs. It has made its proof in the past, but we mention a few challenges for 
the future.  

Challenges of Direct Democracy  
As can be shown for the Swiss case, one should not underestimate the general capacity of 
ordinary citizens to directly decide on questions of high politics. Thanks to political parties which 
in the past renounced from populism, direct democracy was able to overcome even deep 
conflict. The hope is that this will last in the years to come. Finally, globalisation and the 
internationalisation of politics constitute a  challenge and some new risks for direct democracy.  
 
Are ordinary citizens capable to decide high politics? It is often argued that ordinary citizens can 
elect authorities but are unable to decide high politics. Studies show, indeed, that many voters 
do know little about the issue they vote upon. However, they are able to form a rational choice. 
They rely on party recommendations or slogans of propaganda - which simplify the question. 
However, voters do not blindly follow cues but also follow rational arguments of the political elite 
and make intelligent use of heuristics. The ability of voters to assess political issues in a rational 
way should not be underestimated. Depending on the issue to be decided, people’s political 
behaviour is more influenced by traditional social ties, by self-interest or by social  values 
suggesting solidarity or altruism. There is thus no general answer to the question whether the 
Swiss vote more with their hearts, their purses or on the basis of traditional ties. 
The lure of populism With regard to societal conflicts, direct democracy is ambiguous. On the 
one hand, the  people’s vote has high legitimacy, is a final decision and ends conflicts. On the 
other hand, it gives political opposition a privileged stage for permanently articulating social 
conflicts and divides. Political parties, in the past, have made use of “issuewise opposition” 
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occasionally and in a rather restraining way. Direct democracy, in the 20th century, was able to 
deal with salient conflicts, thanks to political parties that renounced on populism. The hope is 
that this will last in the 21st century. 

Direct democracy in international affairs  
As mentioned earlier, direct participation was gradually extended in international affairs. Today, 
every important international treaty is subject of a mandatory or an optional referendum. In 
domestic affairs, defeat in a popular vote is not a problem because the authorities can present a 
better project in a second vote. If an international treaty is rejected in a popular vote, however, 
this is not guaranteed: the international partner is not bound to co-operate and may prefer not to 
negotiate a new treaty. Thus, direct democracy in growing international affairs bears an 
additional risk: the government, if it cannot guarantee the acceptance of its negotiation treaties, 
may lose credibility in the international arena. 

CONSENSUS DEMOCRACY 
Confederation 2.0 would be a consensus democracy. Its most important characteristics are the 
government coalition composed of all big political parties, the cooperation of these parties in 
parliament and the political decision-making by negotiation and compromise. 

● The nine members of the Ministerial Council (federal executive) form a permanent grand 
coalition. The major political parties may share executive roles according to their 
strength in the Parliament. 

● Power sharing in the executive is only one element of consensus democracy. 
Co-operation of political parties in a grand coalition can also be observed in parliament. 

● The aim of consensus democracy is to let participate all important political actors in 
federal politics. The development of Swiss consensus democracy was influenced by the 
cultural diversity of the country, Confederation 2.0 takes cultural and geographic diversity 
into account. 

● The policy-making process is characterised by negotiation and compromise. This is an 
essential difference to majoritarian democracy.  

● Consensus democracy bares lights and shadows. For a good functioning of a consensus 
democracy, there are favourable and unfavourable conditions.  

The Ministerial Council 
The executive is a body of nine members, Prime Minister plus eight Ministers that are elected by 
parliament. The executive is organised as a collegiate body: each minister is responsible for 
their ministry with an overall Prime Minister. The positions are full-time responsibilities. 
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Election of the Ministerial Council  
The members of the Federal Council are elected by the House of Commons for a full term of 
four years. The Ministerial Council recalled by the House or replaced in a new Parliament.  

Consensus Seeking in Parliament  
Risk aversion against successful referenda will likely lead to permanent co-operation of political 
parties in government and in parliament. However, compromise can fail. It may be even a 
governmental party which, opting for an issuewise opposition, calls a referendum. Even so, the 
politics of compromise is successful. While most constitutional amendments are accepted by the 
people and the provincies, few legislative bills are challenged by a referendum. Changing 
coalitions among different parties engender mutual trust and respect with all different partners of 
the grand coalition. 
 
Co-operation in parliament Integrating the main political parties into a governmental coalition will 
be important. Co-operation, however, is not a free lunch but a deal. The new members of the 
government coalition would also expected to co-operate in parliament, supporting legislative 
compromises strong enough to have success in a referendum. In earlier times, this was not 
always the case, and the lack of co-operation between government and parliament as well as 
missing willingness to find compromises could still lead to problems in Confederation 2.0.  
 

Issue-specific opposition  
In the ideal case, all governmental parties  support a legislative project unanimously in a 
consensus. This ideal situation, however, is relatively rare. More frequently, the political elites 
are split: one or more of the political parties defect and play the game of an issue-specific 
opposition. This may happen already during parliamentary proceedings, or later by decision of 
the political parties, which not always back the position of their own parliamentary faction. In all 
these cases the risk of defeat for the government increases considerably.  
 

Compromise in parliament and direct democracy 
In Switzerland less than 10 % of law projects passed by  parliament are challenged by an 
optional referendum. If the parliament seems to have a good flair for avoiding the referendum 
risk, this is due to several factors. The draft coming from the pre-parliamentary procedures has 
a story to tell: parliament knows which issues were controversial and which were accepted 
unanimously, and they are familiar with the positions of the important interest groups and of the 
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Ministeral Council. Parts of the members of parliament have intense relations to interest groups 
whose points they support. The modifications of all phases of the procedure are documented for 
every article of the new bill. Thus, the members of parliament and the factions know all about 
the difficulties and fragilities of any compromise that has been reached, and about the 
robustness of a solution. Parliament’s factions, too, try to avoid the risk of a referendum being 
called, and look for a compromise that is supported by as many parties as possible. 
 

Semi-direct democracy: the interaction of representative and 
direct democracy  
Most decisions in the Confederation would be taken by the parliament and the executive as in 
any other representative system. In cases, however, defined by the constitution, the people 
have the last word on the decision. To put it simply, we may say that for the most important 
issues (constitution) it is always the people, for important issues (laws) it may be the people, 
and for all decisions of lesser importance it is the parliament or the executive who have the last 
word. This is why this Confederation should be referred to as a “semi-direct democracy”, which 
means that the decisionmaking system is composed of elements of representative and direct 
democracy as well.  
 

The Political Decision-Making Process and its Actors  
Federalism, power sharing and direct democracy let a multitude of actors participate in the 
political process. In contrast to parliamentary democracy, which concentrates most power in the 
majority of parliament and its executive, we can find four different arenas where decisionmaking 
takes place, in which one particular actor plays a leading role: these are the Ministerial Council, 
the interest groups, the parliament, the people and the federal administration. On the one hand, 
decision-making by negotiation and compromises takes more time and allows less innovation 
than decisions by simple majority. On the other hand, political decisions are accepted also by 
the political and societal minorities. This allows for political stability, unity and integration. 
 
The Ministeral Council in the decision-making process The main function of the Ministerial 
Council is the steering of the entire political process. Giving the go-ahead for most formal steps 
of decision making, setting priorities in substance and time, the Ministerial Council has a 
substantial influence on the political agenda. It disposes of all the professional resources of the 
administration, which allow it to prepare its own policy projects. Political leadership of the 
Ministerial Council is restricted, however, for two main reasons: First, consensus in the all-party 
government is limited. Second, parliament is not obliged to support the government because 
there is no vote of confidence. Therefore, it can always turn down the propositions of the 
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Ministerial Council or even recall ministers. In foreign policy, however, the position of the 
Ministerial Council paramount: the Minsterial Council leads the proceedings of international 
diplomacy while parliament is restricted to accept or to reject international treaties as a whole. 
Interest groups in the decision-making process  The high bargaining power of interest groups 
lies in the fact that they can use the referendum threat as a pawn. Moreover, interest groups 
play an important role in “semi-private” or “para-state” arrangements. Social partnership 
between labour and capital, or public-private partnerships once played a predominant role with 
the design and the implementation of economic and social policies and are still important. The 
pre-parliamentary procedure, sometimes preceded by deliberations of expert committees, 
serves the objective of  integrating group interests, so as to reduce the risk of a future 
referendum. 

The parliament in the decision-making process  
The parliament’s main function is law making. Besides deciding the budget it has many 
instruments at hand to move new projects, to influence the agenda in domestic politics, and to 
supervise the administration. However, its freedom of action is restricted by direct democracy, 
by the interest groups who intervene in the pre- parliamentary process, and by the Ministerial 
Council and its administration who largely control the agenda of foreign policy. 
 

The people in the decision-making process  
The people intervene in two ways. Firstly, using the referendum, they can defeat projects of the 
political elites. In contrast, if the project is accepted by the people, the bill has the high 
legitimation of democratic self-rule. Secondly, using the popular initiative, the people can 
propose constitutional amendments, a way to bring issues on the political agenda which have 
been neglected or rejected by government and parliament.  
 

The federal administration in the  decision-making process  
It is expected the federal administration will acquire greater political influence for two reasons. 
First, it has its own experts, who often direct the preparliamentary process. Second, it has all the 
feedback knowledge of implementation, which often stimulates proposals for legislative reform. 
The administration plays an important role in the definition of problem solving as well as in the 
promotion of its own interests.  
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The Policy Cycle  
The law-making process can be shown as an ongoing process of problem solving or policy 
cycle. It starts with the first ideas and propositions for a new law or a constitutional amendment. 
In parliament, each project has to find a majority of both chambers. However, parliamentarians 
and the government know that every decision can be challenged by a referendum. If a 
proposition has passed parliament without a vote or has been supported by the people, the 
government starts implementation, a process carried by administrations of the federation and 
the cantons as well. At every stage of the policy cycle, negotiations result in modifications, 
radical changes or even the abandonment of the project. If the new programme enters the 
phase of implementation, this is not the end of the process: sooner or later the experience of 
implementation will lead to propositions for a new reform, and a second round of the 
policy-making process begins. 

Pre-parliamentary arena  
The process starts with propositions for a new law or a constitutional amendment. It can be 
handed in by ways of a popular initiative, a parliamentary motion, or by the administration which 
is the informal gateway for pressure groups seeking reform. If the Ministerial Council carries the 
proposition, it organises the preparliamentary stage of the process. According to the situation, it 
charges the administration or mandates an expert committee to draft a first project. The 
subsequent consultative process involves further organisations, who each try to formulate a 
position that represents the view of their members. When evaluating the results of the 
consultative procedure, the administration seeks to maintain only those reforms that have found 
sufficient support. The Ministerial Council then proposes this to the parliament. 

Parliamentary arena  
Each project has to find the majority of both chambers. If proceedings in the House of 
Commons and Senate end up with a difference in substance, negotiation procedures between 
the chambers are organised to align on the same solution. If this is not possible, the project has 
failed. In Switzerland only about 7 % of law projects passed by parliament are challenged by an 
optional referendum. This means that the chambers seem to have a good flair for avoiding the 
referendum risk. This is due to several factors. The draft coming from the pre-parliamentary 
procedures has a story to tell: parliament knows which issues were controversial and which 
were accepted unanimously, and they are familiar with the positions of the important interest 
groups and of the Ministerial Council. 
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Direct democratic arena  
The most important case is the referendum challenge by a governmental party, when parties in 
a grand coalition have not reached consensus. If one party sees too much damage for the 
interests of its voters, it practises issuewise opposition. Small political parties, too, interest 
groups or even grass-roots movements are able to launch a referendum, and in rare cases they 
may even be successful. Finally, if the consensus of the political elites is fragile, a small outsider 
can trigger a chain reaction in which other actors or even a governmental party defect the 
compromise and join the referendum. Therefore, the political elites can never rule out the 
possibility of a referendum, and they accept occasional defeat of their projects. The verdict of 
the people is binding and has immediate effect. In cases of referenda, the project is enacted or 
has failed. 

Implementation arena  
Once a law project has passed the parliament’s decision or got the majority in a popular vote, it 
comes into effect. The implementation is an important part of the policy cycle. In many cases, 
policy programme for proper implementation have to be developed or revised. As most  
 programme are implemented in co-operation with the cantons, negotiations with their 
administrations take place. It is one of the characteristics of federalism that the federal 
authorities have  little means of coercion and thus have to respect the autonomy and the 
preferences of the provincial authorities in the implementation process. Resistance from the 
provinces may impede implementation. Conversely, negotiation and compromises may lead to 
intense co-operation, which facilitates implementation of federal policies. Thus, we may speak 
of a form of vertical power sharing 

Favorable and Unfavorable Conditions for Consenus Democracy 
Consensus democracy is more than a political style. Its institutions are different from those of 
majoritarian democracy. Consensus democracy is demanding. The possibility to establish 
consensus may be difficult. It depends, among others, on the economic  situation and the issue 
at stake. Therefore, consensus democracy needs political elites that are able to reach 
compromise and consensus also under difficult conditions.  
 
Main characteristics of powersharing The entire political process aims at the achievement of a 
political compromise. Instead of a majority that imposes its solution to a minority, we find mutual 
accommodation: no single winner takes all, everybody wins something (see Consensus 
democracy). From a political science perspective, however, the effect of institutions seems to be 
paramount. The referendum challenge, the strong influence of the provinces and the multiparty 
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system are veto points that do not allow for majority decisions and compel political actors to 
co-operation and compromise. 

Problems and Prospects of Consensus Democracy 
Consensus democracy cannot guarantee equal chances of political influence to all interest 
groups. Chances of influence in political negotiation are unequal because they depend on 
resources. The influence of many powerful interest groups has no democratic legitimation. 
Consensus democracy favours the status quo; therefore, Confederation 2.0 politics have to 
content themselves with incremental steps of innovation.  

Inequality of political influence  
Consensus democracy cannot guarantee fair competition in the sense that all interest groups 
and political parties have equal chances of influence. In negotiations and lawmaking by mutual 
adjustment, the haves are better off than the have-nots, whose refusals have no trade-in. 
Moreover, organisations defending exclusive and  short-term benefits for their members are 
likely to be stronger than those promoting general and long-term interests. Environmental 
groups for instance face the problem of having to fight for a long-term public good. They are 
popular and outnumber the biggest political parties in membership. Faced with vested industrial 
interests, however, they are not able to articulate comparable threats, and consumers’ 
willingness to renounce on the cheap gasoline in favour of ecology is limited.  

Lack of innovation  
Negotiation and compromise have provided important advantages. In the absence of electoral 
change, there are no abrupt discontinuities in federal policy. The sobering effect of negotiation 
cools down ideological exaggeration and promotes pragmatic solutions. The elites’ cooperation 
in committees, in government and in parliament leads to mutual adjustments where learning 
processes occur over the substantive issues of legislation. However, elections do not provide 
the possibility of the government and the opposition changing places the way they do in 
parliamentary democracies. Therefore the Swiss system also lacks the larger innovatory 
process brought about by changes of power in parliamentary democracies. It has to rely on 
incremental reform.  

Consensus democracy in a polarised system  
Polarisation, stimulated by the political parties of the right and of the left, leaves its traces in 
political culture. Pluralism, positive belief in compromise and co-operation, tolerance towards 
differences, or willingness to accept adverse decisions are declining among parts of the political 
elite and of the electorate as well. Adherents of consensus democracy worry about the loss of 
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the “spirit of accommodation”. As a strategy towards majoritarian politics, however, the politics 
of confrontation would not be enough. Reducing the veto points of federalism and of direct 
democracy would be necessary. Even gradual transformation towards majoritarian politics 
seems feasible only under electoral change which sees a leading party capable to formulate a 
convincing political programme but also to carry the necessary institutional reforms. 

COMPARITIVE PERSPECTIVES 
In this chapter, the three main elements of the Confederation 2.0 political system are presented 
in a comparative perspective.  

● Federalism in Confederation 2.0 guarantees “unity in diversity” and is a safeguard for 
cultural minorities. Other countries have different meanings of federalism. There is a 
variety of “federalisms”. 

● Direct democracy would not only be used in Confederation 2.0 like Switzerland, USA 
and others, but it does promote citizens having the right of direct participation at all levels 
of government.  

● The Confederation 2.0 system of consensus democracy contrasts sharply with the model 
of  majoritarian democracy as currently practiced in Canada. Consensus democracy can 
be an appropriate way to resolve problems in culturally and geographically diverse 
societies.  

 

Federalism Compared  
Swiss federalism has been successful in overcoming of cultural cleavages between different 
segments of society and the linguistic regions of the country. Can federalism protect minorities 
also in other countries? Comparative studies show that structures, processes and the culture of 
federalism vary significantly. Not all countries practise federalism with the objective of 
guaranteeing cultural diversity, and the experience with regard to minority protection. A way to 
protect minorities without territorial segmentation is non-territorial or corporate federalism. It 
should be clearly understood that “one person, one vote” does not exist in todays Canadian 
Confederation, and what is proposed looks to moderate negative tendencies due to population 
demographics.  
 

The essentials of federalist institutions  
This is a political answer to provide a common biosphere for segmented parts of a larger 
population. The antagonism between unity and diversity is bridged by giving the different 
segments of society utmost autonomy within the confines of a national whole. Yet it is an 
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answer to territorial segmentation of a society only. Federalism is responsive to cultural 
minorities only to the degree that the latter dispose of a political majority in some of the 
subnational units.  
 Federalism institutionally splits political power into parts, and this can be done in different ways. 
An important part is played by the political culture. Federations, despite the heterogeneity of 
subnational units, need the political will of a society to constitute and remain a nation or state. 
Lack of political will can lead to the collapse of political unity as in former Czechoslovakia or 
Yugoslavia.  

A structure, a process and a political culture  
This is about more than a structure. Besides varying structural settings, the political process, 
too, can be organised in different ways. Moreover, different equilibriums of power imply different 
appropriate behaviour, which may crystallise into political cultures: the USA and Switzerland are 
similar in structure. Both developed by a bottom-up process, the subnational units keeping 
much of their “sovereign” rights as formerly independent states. The political culture, however, is 
different. The main aim of American  federalism is not the protection of cultural minorities but 
above all the separation and control of state power. In Switzerland, the canton’s high veto power 
has engendered a non-hierarchical co-operation between the national and the subnational level. 
The process of accommodation of the federal authorities with the subnational units is an 
appropriate behaviour to find solutions. It has become an element of political culture, mostly 
informal, and just occasionally prescribed as a legal procedure. In Canada, the provinces were 
brought forth in a top-down manner and economic growth has strained the bounds of the 
arrangement. 

Federalism as a guarantee for cultural difference and diversity  
Federalism is sometimes used as a synonym of the guarantee for cultural difference and 
diversity, regardless of history or socio-economic circumstances. But is federalism really 
capable of protecting cultural difference and diversity, if this is the project? The experience is 
mixed. In South Africa, federalism seems to play an important role for the consolidation of a 
deeply divided society. Under the common roof of India’s or Nigeria’s immense cultural diversity 
are some shadows: In-depth studies provide evidence that in situations of serious crisis federal 
structures in both countries are not used to ease a conflict. In Belgium, which grants its two 
segments of French and Flemish speakers utmost autonomy, national unity is said to be fading. 
In any case, to achieve effective minority protection, federalism must be embedded in other 
institutional devices such as a non-religious, non-ethnic concept of the central state, a strong 
and effective tradition of human rights, and institutional elements of political power sharing. 
Federalism and democracy Democracy, basically, is majority rule founded on the number of 
votes cast, each vote having equal weight, whereas federalism implies equal representation of 
uneven units. Inevitably votes of individuals or representatives of member states with a small 
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population are weighted more heavily than those of large member states. They can organise a 
veto to block democratic majorities. Federalism interferes with democracy. It has, however, two 
main advantages that can compensate for this cost. First, once conflicts arise, federalism is a 
constraint that “forces” democratic majorities to bargain with federal minorities, and therefore 
encourages constructive compromise. Second, costs of federalism at the central level can be 
compensated for by democratic gains in the subnational units, where the political rights of the 
citizens have a much greater significance. 

Non-territorial federalism  
Non-territorial or corporate federalism allows a minority to maintain its own public institutions 
without territorial segmentation. Religious  communities, for instance, can be given the right to 
have their own schools. This raises two questions. The first is: what are the limits of cultural 
minorities’ right to run their own public institutions? This eventually depends on the  
 concept of the state, of the constitution and on a  society’s idea of pluralism as well. The 
second question deals with the consequences: can nonterritorial federalism keep the balance of 
unity and diversity, or do parallel institutions, exclusively reserved to cultural minorities, lead to 
deeper social divide and undermine unity? The discussion remains controversial: while some 
observers fear the latter, others see non-territorial federalism as a promising approach to 
“identity politics” 

Direct Democracy Compared 
Switzerland is the country holding the most popular votes but not the only country to practise 
direct democracy. On the subnational level, many countries show examples for the intensive 
use of direct democratic devices. Direct democracy in the US states shares many similarities 
with the Swiss practice. Direct participation by the people is possible in many different ways. 
 
Experiences of direct democracy compared In a majority of countries all over the world 
nationwide popular votes were held sometime or other. The distribution of votes that have ever 
taken place, though, is very uneven. In most of the countries the number is below ten, while 
more than half of the nationwide votes have been held in Switzerland. Concerning the issues of 
votes, one can distinguish three general categories. The first one comprises the establishment 
or secession of a state, of a new constitutional order or regime. A second category, relatively 
new, comprises decisions on membership in transnational organisations or changes of the 
status of membership. The third category deals with important national policy decisions for 
which a government wants to be given additional legitimacy. All in all there is a vast variety of 
occasions on which people are able to express their preferences. The following table shows a 
classification of direct democratic devices. 
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The practice of direct democracy  in the US states and 
Switzerland –  similarities and differences  
US direct democracy is fundamentally different from Switzerland’s in one point: it is limited to 
state or local level. Yet, the US states’ and Switzerland’s experience of direct democracy are the 
richest; the instruments of the referendum and the popular initiative are practically the same, 
and one can find many similarities in their use. Examples for similarities are the facts that direct 
democracy can influence the political agenda in favour of issues important to less well 
organised interests, that campaigns and propaganda influence the outcome of a vote and that 
direct democracy is an additional control of political elites. As an important difference to 
Switzerland,  direct democracy in the US states is not an element of political power sharing and 
has not led to co-operation between political parties.  

Direct democracy on subnational level  
While in Switzerland direct democracy is known on all federal levels, some other countries 
practise direct participation only on the sub-national levels. This is the case, for instance, in 
Germany where votes are held in some Bundesländer and their municipalities or, as already 
mentioned, in the US states where direct democracy is as widely institutionalised and used as it 
is in Switzerland. In all US states, with the exception of Delaware, any amendment of the 
constitution requires a popular vote. In about half of the states we find one or another type of 
referendum for parliamentary laws, often complemented by a financial referendum. Moreover, 
citizens in many states can propose legislation by means of the popular initiative, or initiate a 
“recall”, which allows allows voters to remove or discharge a public official from office. In no 
other part of the world but California have citizens had so much opportunity to express their 
political preferences: from 1884 to 2003, Californians voted on nearly 1800 issues.  
More direct democracy – a worldwide trend The idea of direct democracy is spreading out all 
over the world. Numerous referenda have been held during regime changes and the buildup of 
democracy in Central European countries. Moreover, plebiscites on EU affairs have become 
more and more frequent both in old and new member states.  
 
New social movements, grass-roots politics, non-governmental organisations, and new 
information technologies have made civil society more active in daily politics. They claim more 
and better influence on politics. New instruments of direct participation, especially at the local 
and the subnational level, developed in many forms 
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Consensus Democracy Compared  
The Swiss system widely corresponds to an ideal type of consensus or power-sharing 
democracy, in contrast to majoritarian democracy. In multicultural societies, consensus 
democracy can be a better device to resolve political conflict than majoritarian democracy. 
 

Majoritarian and consensus democracy 
A comparison If there is a continuous thread in Swiss political history it is probably the desire to 
prevent winners from taking all, leaving losers with nothing – or in other words, power sharing. 
Yet, power sharing is practised not only in Switzerland but also in NWT, Belgium, the 
Netherlands, Northern  Ireland, South Africa or India. Powersharing or consensus democracy 
distinguishes them  fundamentally from the type of majoritarian democracy, which can be found 
in Canada, Great Britain or New Zealand. Arend Lijphart, a prominent scholar comparing 
political institutions, has called this “consociational”, “power sharing” or “consensus” democracy, 
in contrast to the type of “majoritarian” or “Westminster” model of democracy. The two models of 
democracy represent coherent and therefore ideal polities maximising the basic ideas of either 
enabling decision by majority or decision by consensus. Next table shows a direct comparison 
of majoritarian and consensus democracy. 

Democratic power sharing – a key to resolving conflicts in 
multicultural societies  
The predominant model of democracy is  majoritarian. In multicultural societies, however, 
majoritarian democracy may encounter serious difficulties. Cultural values, beliefs and 
languages are not only heterogeneous, but may lead to different political preferences that do not 
change. In case of conflict, minorities have no voice or are even permanently excluded from 
political influence and power. Consensus democracy, in contrast, gives societal minorities a 
chance to participate in political power und have a voice in the policies of the government, which 
cannot be overheard. By mutual agreement and compromise, societal divides may be eased or 
even overcome. An example for this is Northern Ireland. For decades, the majoritarian 
Protestant regime, excluding the Catholic minority from power, could not prevent violent conflict 
and the divide of society. Recently, the two parties agreed on a power-sharing government, 
hoping to overcome societal division and political conflict.  
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Epilogue - The System in the Future 
Confederation 2.0 is a response to balance a system that has voiced concerns in Atlantic 
Canada, British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and the Western Canada over the 
last hundred years. It recognizes that historical approaches to constitutional change have failed 
to deliver change in a timely manner and seeks a model that promotes a balance of 
representation and incremental improvements. It is a response that can be implemented by a 
discontented jurisdiction such as Alberta, the West or a re-imagining the Canadian Conderation 
as a whole.  
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